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American art had on the movement.
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This is the subject of an extensively researched and visually
stunning exhibition at New York’s Di Donna Galleries
(http://www.didonna.com) that pairs 16 rare Yup’ik masks
alongside paintings, photographs, and sculptures by the artists
who were drawn to them. On view through June 29, “Moon
Dancers, Yup’ik Masks and the Surrealists,” reunites many of the
masks—which were owned by Breton, Enrico Donati, and Kay
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The links between Yup’ik mask imagery and Surrealism is even
more readily apparent in pairings such as Victor Brauner’s
Germination, 1955, in which his brightly colored half-animal, halfhuman �gures look like they could be painted versions of the
geometrically complex Yup’ik mask displayed next to it. Kay Sage
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Kati Horna’s photo of Spanish artist and witch Remedios Varo, 1957.
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This is the subject of an extensively researched and visually
stunning exhibition at New York’s Di Donna Galleries
(http://www.didonna.com) that pairs 16 rare Yup’ik masks
alongside paintings, photographs, and sculptures by the artists
who were drawn to them. On view through June 29, “Moon
Dancers, Yup’ik Masks and the Surrealists,” reunites many of the
masks—which were owned by Breton, Enrico Donati, and Kay
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desolate landscape under a gold-leaf moon that hovers against a
red sky, much like Ernst’s cold seal-eyed moon.
The links between Yup’ik mask imagery and Surrealism is even
more readily apparent in pairings such as Victor Brauner’s

Germination, 1955, in which his brightly colored half-animal, halfhuman �gures look like they could be painted versions of the
geometrically complex Yup’ik mask displayed next to it. Kay Sage
directly copied Yup’ik masks into some of her paintings and
Galerie Magazine, p.8assemblages, even going so far as to draw a mask of her own in
her Design for a Tarot Card from 1944. Other artists integrated the
performance of mask wearing into their work, as seen in Kati
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“The overlap between these artists, and between cultures and
interpretations of these symbols, is what fascinated me about this
show,” says gallery owner Di Donna, who met with Ellis earlier this
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sweeping Europe, they
found not only refuge from
the devastation of their own
culture, but also inspiration
in a new one.

Native American art and
creative traditions,
especially those of the
Photo: Courtesy of the Collection of Charles and Valerie Diker,
Yup’ik people of
promised gift to the Metropolitan Museum of Art
southwestern Alaska,
provided the group with a
powerful visual language
that allowed them to more deeply explore their already
established interests in mysticism, dreams, and the subconscious.
While many of the artists eagerly collected Yup’ik ritualistic
objects, especially the masks they used to commune with animal
spirits, few fans of Surrealism realize the in�uence Native
American art had on the movement.
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This is the subject of an extensively researched and visually
stunning exhibition at New York’s Di Donna Galleries
(http://www.didonna.com) that pairs 16 rare Yup’ik masks
alongside paintings, photographs, and sculptures by the artists
who were drawn to them. On view through June 29, “Moon
Dancers, Yup’ik Masks and the Surrealists,” reunites many of the
masks—which were owned by Breton, Enrico Donati, and Kay
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